May 21, 2010 Scouting Report – It warms (finally): Bentgrass goes from red to green, still no
Dollar spot, Microdochium patch continues, Keith says NDVI, Tim talks ET, and Nick’s webbased Calendar
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
I ‘shall’ share another daily journal note...from today. “Friday! The color green is now evening
between bent and Poa. The only difference is presence of seedheads – Poa continues its peak
development right now. Mean time, two beautiful days in a row – 70s. Last night the low was
60, and we should begin to hear word of dollar spot in the city. Generally, nighttime lows that
dip to the 40s holds Sclerotinia homoeocarpa at bay – why early June marks its chronic presence
all season in Chicago. Yesterday was good to see Biltmore Country Club’s 15 green and put
down 14 day preventive treatments for the Waitea study. Only disease was a single ‘subliminal’
Waitea patch amounting to 5% damage. At North Shore Country Club Microdochium patch
took off on 8 fairway that is dedicated for research – a return of rain showers in May to blame.”

Green! Each spring brings a marbled appearance to greens – frost events makes bentgrass look
funny. Red leaf spot of urban legend? No, actually a natural genetic color reaction. Settle 5-20-10
The forecast is like a Crystal ball with regard to our memory. A string of 80s for highs is to begin
Sunday, May 23. Growth potential of turfgrass, especially bentgrass, will rise. Accordingly, so
will associated problems and challenges. Going backwards, our last experience of such weather
(5+ days above 80°) was midsummer last year (Aug 2 to Aug 19). Thanks Crystal... its summer!
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Upper 80s in the news...
Warm humid air has returned to the Midwest. The chilly cycle of early May has yielded its grip.
As Spring meets a summer environment more turbulent weather is in the news. This week, Tom
Skilling wrote, “Rainfall in systems involving thunderstorms is notoriously widely varied
because of the highly concentrated nature of the downpours which occur in them---producing
narrow swaths doused by heavy totals next to corridors of much lighter rain. Computer rainfall
estimates with this system generated the past few days have varied from as little as 0.11 inches to
as much as 1.99 inches, a spread in totals not unheard of with late spring systems.”
Scattered Thuderstorms Deliver (inches) ‐ when spring meets summer
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Soil temperatures return at or near 60° after a 10 day absence. Rapid bentgrass growth to resume.
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One disease has been a lot of trouble in May – Microdochium patch, Microdochium nivale
Microdochium patch
on Sunshine Course
Settle 5-21-10

Microdochium patch. Also known as pink snow mold (or Fusarium patch circa 1980s),
Microdochium patch can be troublesome during the month of May. Why? Something called the
disease triangle. Both pathogen and host are usually present in our turfgrass systems that revisit
disease outbreaks each year. All that is needed is the third line – environment. Optimum
conditions for growth are 32-45 degrees. However, under extended leaf wetness M. nivale
occurs at air temperatures up to 65 degrees. From May 6 to May 18 Chicago saw high
temperatures on most days in the 60s and periods of rainfall. So that’s why! Once air
temperatures reach 70° M. nivale is no longer active. Mother Nature is about to intervene...80°!
Microdochium has many Look-alikes

Settle 5-18-10
Disease called copper spot? Nope, M. nivale.

Settle 5-4-10

ttle 5-4-10

Settle 5-14-10
A hydraulic leak on a green? No, it’s M. nivale.

Settle 5-17-10

Hand-applied herbicide injury? It’s M. nivale. Gasoline spill on a green? It is...I was fooled!
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
More variety trials were evaluated this week. A putting green trial at Shoreacres Country Club
was established last fall. This week Ty McClellan (USGA Agronomist), Tim Davis
(Superintendent) and I took the time to point out all three replications of certain varieties. One in
particular caught our eye, an experimental that doesn’t even have a name (DLF Experimental).
Many other plots could have looked good, but Poa annua has become a weed. Plots with the
best quality were able to establish quick and out compete Poa annua seedlings. Another
observation was the color of some bentgrass varieties can blend better with Poa. Dark and light
colored varieties are available. T1, Alpha, and Crystal Bluelinks have a darker color that
contrasts with light green Poa plants. The end result is a plot that loses its uniformity. However
lighter colored bentgrasses can maintain more uniformity with the same level of Poa weeds.
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Our goal of testing varieties at Shoreacres was to measure the color differences during the slow
spring greenup of the lakeshore environment. Last month we rated on April 14th when the lake
breeze was just 40F degrees while Lemont was in the 70F’s. Our unbiased comparison to our
visual color ratings is an electronic measurement of light reflectance at far red and infrared
wavelength frequencies or Normalized Difference Vegetative Index (NDVI). In turfgrass plots
NDVI values range between 0.5 and 0.8. Higher numbers mean the turf is a darker green color.
When plots are light green or even brownish NDVI is lower. The velvet bentgrass Legendary
has the highest NDVI in our study. All the creeping bentgrasses had acceptable color and only
varied slightly in NDVI. Many of the known darker varieties did not show a higher NDVI in
April. This was due to the spring greenup and varieties that have higher NDVI were greener
with less dormant brown. I expect our summer measurements will be different and show which
varieties have a darker color during a period of active growth.
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DLF Experimental

An experimental bentgrass variety shows excellent quality while others surrounding have less
uniform and less dense performance. Rincker 5-20-10

Normalized Difference Vegetative Index of
Bentgrass Varieties at Lake Bluff, IL April 14, 2010
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@hotmail.com CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Water management Issues
Superintendents are facing larger challenges as golfer demands for greater playability continues
to increase, yet our resources to achieve these goals stays equivalent to previous seasons or in
many cases been reduced with shrinking budgets. It is crucial for managers to make the most
efficient use of capital and the best decisions at the right timing for irrigation, not only for
economic reasons but also for the environmental and the agronomic management of the turf.
There is no question that golfers today desire firm and true conditions that are consistent
throughout the golf course and in order to achieve this goal, water management will play a
critical role in effecting surface hardness and trueness. Improving those parameters and limiting
soil moisture, without changing mowing height or rolling programs has potential to greatly
increase putting green speeds.
Agronomics of Irrigation
Irrigation of turf can be monitored and estimated through the understanding of soil moisture and
evapotranpiration (ET) which is defined as the sum of evaporation from the soil and transpiration
from plant leaf surfaces. ET varies widely by plant species but is commonly used as a means to
describe in inches of water lost in a given day. Many managers strive to irrigate turf with a
fraction or percentage of the actual ET reference value and this practice is commonly known as
deficit irrigation. The reduction of water applied to the turf can be more commonly associated
with a wilt-based irrigation program. Wilting can be easily identified through visually seeing
foot printing after you walk across the turf.
(Fry and Huang 2004)

Wilt based regimes also allows for a better
physiological preparation for drought periods as the
plants will have greater osmotic adjustment potential
and will reduce unnecessary shoot growth and
increase rooting ability from the greater gas
exchange and oxygen in the root zone.
Additionally, a wilt based irrigation program will
allow the manager to better move growth hindering
salts deeper into the root zone as when there is an accumulation of salts in the proximity of the
roots, this higher osmotic potential near the roots can exacerbate drought symptoms by drawing
the water from the roots.
A field capacity based irrigation plan on the other hand may not be the best when it comes to
plant health or efficiency, but the benefits for this regime are reduced leaching potentials of
fertilizers and pesticides through the soil profile, reduced localized dry spot, and also the
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possibility of having a reservoir in the root zone to help get through future drought periods
should any water restrictions occur (Fry and Huang 2004). However the detrimental aspects of
this outweigh the benefits, including a reduction in rooting, and surface hardness, increased shoot
growth and the creation of a nice environmental niche for moss and algae.
The incorporation of handwatering and syringing of putting greens and limiting overhead
irrigation inputs will greatly improve the playability of the golf course and overall plant health.
Requirements and commitment of labor on a daily basis throughout dry periods will be crucial to
success. Some irrigation companies have even made great strides in new designs for irrigation
heads that will allow settings for syringing. These methods have the goal in reducing the amount
of water applied to the turf and to maintain reduced soil moistures. A successful irrigation
program managed properly will improve playability, turf quality, save water and money.

Shallow rooted creeping bentgrass with a
visible moss and algae layer at soil surface

Squeezing water out of
a saturated mat layer

Single core of Penncross bentgrass sampled from a 1990s modified USGA green. Settle 5-17-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
The CDGA Turfgrass Pest Calendar is now available on our website www.cdgaturf.com!
Created by Keith Rincker, the Pest Calendar is used to see patterns of pest occurrences from year
to year. Integrated pest management practices can then be implemented to provide best control.
The current month will be featured on the right side on the cdgaturf.com website. You can also
visit the Pest Calendar by using the navigation at the top of the website. After your web browser
loads the Pest Calendar page, you can access any month by clicking the links on the left side.
There will also be a pest highlighted each month with a picture and a few facts. Turfgrass
Scouting Reports are shown on the week they appeared last year and each link to a pdf copy of
the document.

Don’t forget to fan or follow us! Click, but only if you dare...
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‘Planting flowers’ is the final image theme this week...

Preparing a flower bed. Mixture of Verbena x hybrida is on deck for this tee box. Settle 5-20-10

Flowering tobacco. Maroon Nicotiana alata, has its place near this practice range. Settle 5-20-10
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Memorial Day weekend the deadline. Red Salvia splendens finds a lakeside home. Settle 5-20-10

Not flowers...but just as pretty? NTEP bentgrass chipping green study at North Shore CC.
Ty McClellan (USGA), Keith Rincker (photographer), and Tim Sibicky (talker). Settle 5-20-10
Plant your flowers. Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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